Nanoindentation of soft hydrated materials for application to vascular tissues.
Soft hydrated materials, such as vascular tissues and other biomaterials, provide a number of challenges in the field of nanoindentation. However, the ability of nanoindentation to probe local, nanoscale mechanical properties of heterogeneous materials makes it desirable to adapt this technique for application to biologic tissues. To develop the field of nanoindentation for the analysis of soft hydrated materials, the goals of this study were fourfold: develop a sample hydration system, select an appropriate tip for soft material indentation, identify a substrate to be used for blunt tip alignment, and determine an appropriate control material for the development of future indentation protocols. A hydration system was developed that maintained sample hydration for over 8 h without completely submerging the sample. Further, a 100-microm radius of curvature conospherical tip was shown to be a suitable tip for indenting a variety of soft hydrated materials and back-illuminated agarose gel was found to be an effective material for use in tip alignment. Finally, agarose gel demonstrated similar qualitative and quantitative nanomechanical behavior to vascular tissue, suggesting that it will be an appropriate control material for the development of future indentation protocols for soft biologic tissues.